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Abstract
Accurate and efficient methods for solving stiff ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) are a critical component of turbulent combustion simulations with
finite-rate chemistry. The ODEs governing the chemical kinetics at each mesh
point are decoupled by operator-splitting allowing each to be solved concur-
rently. An efficient ODE solver must then take into account the available
thread and instruction-level parallelism of the underlying hardware, especially
on many-core coprocessors, as well as the numerical efficiency. A stiff Rosen-
brock and a nonstiff Runge–Kutta ODE solver are both implemented using the
single instruction, multiple thread (SIMT) and single instruction, multiple data
(SIMD) paradigms within OpenCL. Both methods solve multiple ODEs concur-
rently within the same instruction stream. The performance of these parallel
implementations was measured on three chemical kinetic models of increasing
size across several multicore and many-core platforms. Two separate bench-
marks were conducted to clearly determine any performance advantage offered
by either method. The first measured the run-time of evaluating the right-
hand-side source terms in parallel and the second benchmark integrated a series
of constant-pressure, homogeneous reactors using the Rosenbrock and Runge–
Kutta solvers. The right-hand-side evaluations with SIMD parallelism on the
host multicore Xeon CPU and many-core Xeon Phi co-processor performed ap-
proximately three times faster than the baseline multithreaded C++ code. The
SIMT parallel model on the host and Phi was 13% to 35% slower than the
baseline while the SIMT model on the NVIDIA Kepler GPU provided approx-
imately the same performance as the SIMD model on the Phi. The runtimes
for both ODE solvers decreased significantly with the SIMD implementations
on the host CPU (2.5–2.7×) and Xeon Phi coprocessor (4.7–4.9×) compared
to the baseline parallel code. The SIMT implementations on the GPU ran
1.4–1.6 times faster than the baseline multithreaded CPU code; however, this
was significantly slower than the SIMD versions on the host CPU or the Xeon
Phi. The performance difference between the three platforms was attributed to
thread divergence caused by the adaptive step-sizes within the ODE integrators.
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Analysis showed that the wider vector width of the GPU incurs a higher level
of divergence than the narrower Sandy Bridge or Xeon Phi. The significant
performance improvement provided by the SIMD parallel strategy motivates
further research into more ODE solver methods that are both SIMD-friendly
and computationally efficient.
Keywords: Chemical kinetics, Integration algorithms, Stiff ODEs, SIMD,
GPU
1. Introduction
Predicting turbulent combustion phenomena such as extinction and reig-
nition with reactive computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations requires
finite-rate chemical kinetics with detailed or reduced models. However, the com-
putational costs of using these can overwhelm the available computer resources.
High-fidelity combustion simulations with finite-rate kinetics must solve differ-
ential equations for the evolution of each species in the model in addition to the
Navier–Stokes equations for momentum and energy. Detailed chemical kinetic
models consist of hundreds (or more) of chemical species with thousands of ele-
mentary reactions, leading to intractable storage and computational costs. The
computational cost is further increased by the stiffness of the ordinary differen-
tial equations governing chemical kinetics. For example, in H2/air combustion,
the time scales of induction (µs) and NO formation (ms) differ by a factor of
1000 [1]. This stiffness typically requires using implicit integration algorithms
to solve the differential equations governing species evolution, the costs of which
scale with the number of species cubed (in the worst case, associated with fac-
torizing the Jacobian matrix) [2].
Operator splitting (e.g., Strang splitting) is commonly used to decouple the
stiff chemical kinetics and nonstiff (or less stiff) convection-diffusion components
of the conservation equations, as well as to reduce the size of the system of
equations to be solved [3–10]. In this approach, the contribution of chemistry
at each grid point is treated as an independent system of ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) and integrated over the specified CFD time step. That is,
a large partial differential equation (PDE) system is broken into a sequence of
smaller ODE systems, one for each grid point. The species and the temperature
equations are integrated in time using a constant-pressure or constant-volume
assumption. The CFD time-step size must be relatively small to avoid large
splitting errors caused by thermal expansion, diffusion, and convection. As
a whole, solving all of the individual ODEs is far less expensive than a fully
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coupled PDE system. Yet even with this simplification, the computational cost
of solving finite-rate kinetics via local initial value problems can consume 75–
99% of the runtime in CFD simulations [11–14].
Operator splitting provides a vast amount of parallelism since each ODE
system can be solved concurrently. Several recent studies [15–22] investigated
using graphics processing units (GPUs) (i.e., accelerators) to solve the ODEs in
parallel. The kinetics ODEs are often solved with implicit backward differentia-
tion formula (BDF) methods (e.g., VODE [23]). However, Stone and Davis [19]
and Niemeyer and Sung [20] demonstrated that even moderately stiff ODEs can
be efficiently integrated using explicit Runge–Kutta (RK) methods on GPUs by
solving many ODE systems in parallel. For example, Stone and Davis reported
a speedup of 23 × the baseline, single-core VODE CPU solver, while Niemeyer
and Sung obtained a speedup of 57 × compared to a six-core OpenMP (CPU)
VODE solver. The impressive RK performance on the GPU holds even when
the single-core VODE solve is parallelized linearly across multiple cores (e.g.,
16-core platform).
GPUs achieve high throughput rates by combining wide vector processing,
high memory bandwidth, and fast thread context-switching to hide memory la-
tency. NVIDIA CUDA-based GPUs implement the single instruction, multiple
thread (SIMT) vector processing paradigm which allows up to 32 threads to
execute the same operation concurrently on each processor. The high computa-
tional efficiency of the RK schemes reported above can be attributed to the fact
that they have far fewer logical branches compared with the more elegant—and
more complicated—BDF methods. This allows explicit RK methods to make
more efficient use of the vector processing capabilities of the GPU, a major
source of their performance. The high parallel efficiency of the RK methods can
overcome their lower numerical efficiency under certain conditions.
Vector processing is a key performance feature of other many-core accelera-
tor devices as well as most modern CPUs used in high-performance computing
environments. For example, Intel Xeon Phi (MIC) accelerators have 512-bit
single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) functional units within each core that
can complete eight double-precision operations in parallel each cycle. Modern
CPUs with 256-bit AVX (or AVX2) SIMD units can complete four double op-
erations concurrently, and future Intel Xeon CPUs and Xeon Phi devices are
expected to have similar 512-bit capabilities. Because of the high performance
available from these HPC devices and the high cost of the ODE integration,
adopting GPU-like, SIMD-friendly algorithms is desirable to achieve their full
potential.
In this study, we compare two vectorization approaches for integrating the
numerous ODE systems in parallel on modern multicore and many-core HPC
platforms. Before presenting the parallel implementation, we first introduce two
ODE integration algorithms well suited for SIMD parallel processing, and three
common chemical kinetics models that will be used. We then present bench-
mark results using the models and discuss the performance using the various
methods. Finally, we summarize our study and provide conclusions and some
recommendations for future research.
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2. ODE integration methods
ODE solvers seek to advance a set of N dependent variables u(t) through
time t from an initial time ti to a final time tf through the action of the right-
hand-side (RHS) function f(u). This can be expressed as
du
dt
= f(u), ti ≤ t ≤ tf . (1)
Here, we have assumed that the ODE system is autonomous, i.e., f is not a
function of t. A variety of techniques can be used to solve Eq. (1), but all
methods advance u(t) to u(t + h), where h is an adjustable integration step
size.
Integration algorithms are generally classified into two major categories:
multistep and one-step methods. Multistep methods use past time steps (e.g.,
u(t− h), . . . , u(t− 4h)), while one-step methods start with only u(t). That is,
one-step methods treat each integration step as a new integration problem. Both
classes of methods adapt h in order to maintain the local truncation error (LTE)
within a user-specified tolerance. Multistep BDF methods such as VODE [23]
can also adjust the numerical order (p) of the method between time-steps to
control the LTE. BDF methods start as first- or second-order and take several
time-steps to reach their maximum order. One-step methods have a fixed order
for all time steps. For further details on the taxonomy of ODE solvers and
stability conditions, we refer readers to the book on numerical methods for stiff
systems of ODEs by Hairer and Wanner [24].
The Runge–Kutta (RK) family of implicit and explicit methods are one-step
methods widely used to solve both stiff and nonstiff ODE systems. A generic
s-stage RK method for advancing the system u from time tn to tn+1 is written
as
un+1 = un +
s∑
i=1
biki , (2)
where
ki = hf
un + s∑
j=1
aijkj
 , (3)
and aij and bi are the constant parameters that define the algorithm. Sev-
eral types of RK methods exist, depending on the structure of the coefficient
matrix aij . Explicit RK (ERK) methods are obtained when aij is strictly lower-
triangular (i.e., aii = 0), fully implicit RK (FIRK) methods are obtained when
aij is fully populated, and singly diagonally implicit RK (SDIRK) methods are
a special case obtained when aij is lower triangular with aii = γ (i.e., with a
constant diagonal coefficient).
Examining Eq. (2), we see that the FIRK and SDIRK methods are implicit,
i.e., ki depends upon itself. This characteristic results in a system of non–linear
equations commonly solved with the iterative Newton–Raphson method. The
Newton iterative solver is a major expense for both implicit RK methods since
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they must compute (or approximate) and factorize the Jacobian matrix J of
the ODE system, i.e., J ≡ ∂f/∂u.
ERK methods are efficient for nonstiff problems but are only conditionally
stable. As such, they are generally inefficient for stiff problems because the step-
size h is limited by stability and not by the desired accuracy. ERK methods
do not require the calculation of the Jacobian matrix (and the associated cost
of solving the linear matrix systems) since they are fully explicit. This reduces
the storage requirements and computational costs for each step considerably
compared to implicit methods. The lower cost per-step of ERK may, at times,
overcome the larger number of steps often required by explicit methods relative
to implicit methods. Implicit methods can typically take step sizes on the order
of the CFD application’s time step.
In this study, we used the five-stage, fourth-order accurate embedded Runge–
Kutta–Fehlberg (RKF45) ERK solver. Appendix B contains the RKF param-
eters a, b, bˆ, and c. The embedded fourth-order method (p = 4) is solved
simultaneously with the fifth-order method; the difference between these two
solutions is used to estimate the LTE and adapt h to meet the specified accu-
racy.
The Rosenbrock (ROS) family of one-step methods have much in common
with RK methods. ROS can be described as solving a linearized version of
Eq. (2). This leads to the following s-stage ROS scheme [24]
ki = hf
yn + i−1∑
j=1
αijkj
+ hJ i∑
j=1
γijkj , i = 1, . . . , s (4)
yn+1 = yn +
s∑
i=1
biki , (5)
where αij , γij , and bi are the unique method coefficients. ROS methods are
usually designed so that αij is lower triangular and each stage can be solved se-
quentially; in addition, γii = γ ∀ i. A direct implementation of Eq. (5) requires
at each stage i the solution of a linear system with the matrix I − hγijJ for
ki, which involves N2 multiplications for (γiih)J , as well as the matrix-vector
multiplication J
∑
γijkj . Transforming Eq. (5) eliminates these expensive op-
erations:(
1
hγii
I − J
)
ui = f
yn + i−1∑
j=1
aijuj
+ i−1∑
j=1
(cij
h
)
uj , i = 1, . . . , s (6)
yn+1 = yn +
s∑
i=1
mjuj , (7)
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where
ui =
i∑
j=1
γijkj , i = 1, . . . , s , (8)
a = αΓ−1 , (9)
c = γI − Γ−1 , (10)
m = bΓ−1 , (11)
and Γ = (γij). We implemented the four-stage, fourth-order ROS4 scheme of
Hairer and Wanner [24]—corresponding to their L-stable fourth-order Rosen-
brock method, where γ = 0.572816—also available in the FATODE package [25].
Appendix C contains the ROS4 parameters a, c,m, αi, and γi needed to reim-
plement the method, although Fortran implementations are provided by Hairer
and Wanner [24, 26] and Zhang and Sandu [25, 27].
The major distinction between the Rosenbrock and implicit RK methods
lies in the role of the Jacobian matrix. J is only used to converge the nonlinear
systems in the fully implicit schemes and is not part of the final solution. As
such, J can be approximated or reused over many steps so long as the Newton
iteration converges economically. Conversely, J appears explicitly in Eq. (5) and
must be computed at each step in ROS methods. This requirement increases the
computational cost of Rosenbrock methods if the construction and factorization
of the Jacobian is costly.
The non-iterative nature of the ROS methods has several advantages from
a parallel processing point of view. As discussed earlier, ERK methods perform
favorably on GPUs primarily due to their simplicity and low level of divergence
relative to the more complicated BDF methods. This allows their high vector
parallel efficiency to overcome their lower numerical efficiency. Unlike ERK
methods, ROS methods are L-stable and can handle stiff ODEs. Since they
do not require any iterative solution, they can be implemented efficiently in a
SIMD environment much like ERK methods. We implemented the fourth-order
accurate ROS method (ROS4) to permit direct comparisons with the RKF45
method. For further details on the Rosenbrock method used here, see Hairer
and Wanner [24] or Zhang and Sandu [25].
3. Chemical kinetics model
In this section, we introduce the model chemical kinetics problem that will
be used throughout the performance benchmarks.
The following ODE system governs the time evolution ofNsp chemical species
and energy for a constant-pressure, gas-phase combustion process at each grid
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point or cell:
Y˙k =
ω˙kWk
ρ
and (12)
T˙ = − 1
cp
Nsp∑
k=1
hkω˙k , (13)
where Yk,Wk, hk, and ω˙k are the mass fraction, molar mass, enthalpy, and molar
production rate for species k; and T , ρ, and cp are the mixture temperature,
density, and specific heat at constant pressure (cp =
∑Nsp
k=1 Ykcp,k, where cp,k
is the constant-pressure specific heat in mass units). Equations (12) and (13)
are closed by the equation of state for an ideal gas, p = ρRT , where p is the
thermodynamic pressure and R is gas constant of the mixture. A constant-
volume process, i.e., where ρ is constant, can be modeled by replacing cp with
cv and hk with uk in Eq. (13).
The net molar production rate terms (ω˙) are nonlinear functions of pressure
p, T , and the species molar concentrations [Xk]. They are also the source of
the stiffness in the ODE system and their calculation is generally the most
computationally intensive component of the integration. They are expressed as
ω˙k =
Nreac,k∑
i
ci (ν
′′
ki − ν′ki)
kf,i Nsp,i∏
j
[Xj ]
ν′ji − kr,i
Nsp,i∏
j
[Xj ]
ν′′ji
 , (14)
where Nreac,k is the number of reactions involving species k, ci is a parameter
accounting for any third-body and/or pressure effects, ν′ki and ν
′′
ki are the re-
actant and product stoichiometric coefficients for species k in reaction i, Nsp,i
is the number of reactants and products in reaction i, and kf and kr are the
forward and reverse reaction rate coefficients. Details regarding the third-body
and pressure fall-off effects embodied in ci are given by Niemeyer et al. [28].
The Nreac forward rate constants are given in Arrhenius form as
kf,i = Ai T
βi exp
(
− Ei
RT
)
, (15)
where R is the universal gas constant. If reaction i is irreversible, kr,i is zero.
Explicit reverse Arrhenius rate coefficients can be given. Otherwise, they are
computed as a function of the equilibrium constant Kc,i
kr,i =
kf,i
Kc,i
, (16)
where Kc,i is computed as
Kc,i =
( p0
RT
)∑Nspi
j νji
Kp,i (17)
Kp,i = exp
Nspi∑
j
(
ν′′ji − ν′ji
)(Sj
R
− Hj
RT
) , (18)
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where p0 is the standard pressure at one atmosphere (in the appropriate units),
and Sj and Hj are the standard-state entropy and enthalpy of species j in molar
units. Temperature-dependent thermodynamic properties (e.g., cp,j , Hj , Sj) are
computed from polynomial fits using the following formulas:
cp,j
Rk
=
4∑
k=1
AkT
k−1
Hj
R
=
5∑
k=1
AkT
k +
A6
T
(19)
Sj
R
= A1 log(T ) +
5∑
k=2
AkT
k−1 − A6
T
+A7 .
The polynomial coefficients Ak are taken from the NASA seven-term polyno-
mial [29] database. Two or more sets of coefficients are typically used, with each
valid over a specified temperature range.
4. Parallel integrator implementations
As noted earlier, we wish to solve thousands of ODE systems concurrently
on multicore and many-core devices. Before presenting the parallel implementa-
tion strategies, it is necessary to define terminology that spans the various HPC
architectures. These devices offer two distinct levels of parallelism: multiple
processing elements (e.g., multiple cores) and SIMD vector processing within
each processing element. Vector instructions are issued by the processing ele-
ments and executed in SIMD parallel fashion across multiple data streams. In
this paradigm, logical flow is controlled at the processing-element level and fine-
grain data parallelism is implemented within each processing element. For this
discussion a lane represents a single slot within the SIMD unit, logical threads
issue vector instructions, one or more threads occupy a single processing element
(e.g., hyperthreading), and threads may execute separate logical tasks.
The numbers of species (Nsp) in the chemical kinetic models of interest range
between O(10) and O(100) and the number of reactions (Nreac) scales linearly
(i.e., Nreac ≈ 5Nsp [2]). The number of independent ODE systems (Node) range
from O(104)–O(106) per device [30] in 3-D combustion simulations. Two SIMD
parallel processing strategies can be designed based on these expected values.
In the first approach, a single thread solves multiple ODE systems together
by mapping each ODE to a separate SIMD lane. For example, each lane eval-
uates Eqs. (12)–(19) with a unique set of yk and T values at a given time.
Multiple sets of ODEs can be integrated by separate threads on other PEs.
Since vectorization is applied across only the breadth of the set of ODEs, we
refer to this approach as shallow vectorization. This technique is analogous
to the GPU/CUDA-specific per-thread approach demonstrated by Stone and
Davis [19] and Niemeyer and Sung [20].
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Conversely, in the second approach, a thread integrates a single ODE sys-
tem but evaluates Eqs. (12)–(19) using the data parallel vector operations. For
example, all Nreac forward rate coefficients given by Eq. (15) can be evalu-
ated in parallel. More complex terms such as Eq. (14) require parallel reduc-
tions for each species k. In this approach, vectorization is applied through the
depth of each ODE system. This method is therefore termed deep vectorization.
This technique is analogous to the per-block (or per-thread-block) CUDA-specific
method demonstrated by Stone and Davis [19]. As before, multiple ODEs are
still evaluated concurrently across all of the available processing elements. For
example, each OpenMP thread would solve a separate ODE system.
Stone and Davis [19] demonstrated these two vectorization techniques for
a single chemical kinetic model [31, 32] with 19 species, 167 elemental reac-
tions, and ten quasi-steady-state intermediate species on an NVIDIA C2050
(Fermi) GPU. They used CUDA implementations of the RKF45 and VODE
BDF solvers to integrate hundreds of thousands of stiff ODE systems. They re-
ported a 20.2× speedup for CUDA-RKF45 but only 7.7× with CUDA-VODE
relative to the single CPU core VODE (CPU-VODE) runtime with the shallow
vectorization approach. When normalized by the RKF45 solver on the CPU,
the CUDA-RKF45 was 28.6× faster with shallow vectorization. With the deep
vectorization method, they reported speedups of only 10.7× and 7.3× with
CUDA-RKF45 and CUDA-VODE, respectively, relative to CPU-VODE. They
attributed the lower speedup of both solvers with deep vectorization to the small
model, e.g., 19 species is much smaller than the effective SIMD width (32 lanes)
on the CUDA device. They also attributed the superior vector efficiency of the
RKF45 solver to its simplicity relative to the VODE. Niemeyer and Sung [20]
similarly reported a speedup of 57× using a CUDA GPU with shallow vec-
torization compared with execution on a six-core CPU. They used a stabilized
Runge–Kutta–Chebyshev (RKC) ODE solver with a moderately stiff chemical
kinetic model with 53 species and 634 irreversible reactions.
Both of these prior studies used CUDA GPUs. CUDA offers a particularly
straightforward approach to implement the shallow vectorization paradigm. In
the CUDA development environment, explicit SIMD instructions are not nec-
essary. Instead, the runtime gathers sets of CUDA threads into warps and
maps these warps to individual streaming multiprocessors. Threads within the
same warp all execute the same instruction in lockstep following the SIMT
paradigm. That is, CUDA threads map to lanes within the individual streaming-
multiprocessor vector units. This effectively permits a serial implementation to
be replicated across all vector lanes and all processors. As Stone and Davis [19]
noted, implementing deep vectorization is much more complicated and requires
explicit synchronization and communication among CUDA threads within the
same thread-block, i.e., a collaborating team of warps.
This paradigm is largely inverted on modern multicore CPU environments
including the Intel Xeon Phi, where a single CPU thread occupies the entire
processing element. The CPU thread issues explicit SIMD instructions to enact
operations across the parallel lanes of the vector units. Kroshko and Spiteri [33]
demonstrated this approach in their SIMD implementation of a RODAS Rosen-
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brock solver. There, they reported a speed-up of 1.89× (i.e., 94% parallel
efficiency) when solving multiple systems of stiff IVPs on a cell broadband en-
gine.
Explicit SIMD programs have historically been platform-dependent and their
implementation has been quite difficult. Instead, most developers rely upon vec-
torizing compilers to identify parallel loops and automatically generate SIMD
code for each target platform. Due to the structure of the ODE solver implemen-
tations and libraries, this approach generally results in an application following
the deep vectorization paradigm. That is, each ODE system is solved by a
single CPU thread and the compiler vectorizes loops with fixed (i.e., known)
length. For example, the loop evaluating the forward reaction rate coefficients
(Eq. (15)) for all Nreac can be vectorized. Implementing shallow vectorization
on the Xeon Phi or the host CPU cores requires explicit SIMD programming,
a more challenging parallel programming style. As demonstrated in the above
citations, this approach appears to hold much promise for HPC platforms and
may warrant the added implementation complexity.
For this study, the RKF45 and ROS4 ODE solvers were implemented using
shallow vectorization with the OpenCL [34] language. OpenCL provides SIMD
datatypes of varying lengths, e.g., two to sixteen doubles per SIMD superword,
as well as traditional scalar datatypes. Scalar datatypes are suitable when re-
lying upon compiler-generated vectorization or for SIMT (GPU) environments.
OpenCL is also platform independent which allows performance studies across
multiple platforms.
We did not explicitly implement deep vectorization in OpenCL. Instead,
deep vectorization was realized through guided compiler vectorization of the
original C/C++ implementation. Compiler vectorization directives were added
to species and reaction loops within the chemical kinetics RHS function and
matrix factorization and other loops within the ODE solvers to facilitate vec-
torization where necessary and appropriate.
As noted in Section 2, the RK and ROS algorithms are quite similar and
largely share the same logical flow. Algorithm 1 represents both solvers using
traditional scalar datatypes. The function OneStep advances u from t to t+ h
using Eq. (2) or (5) for RK or ROS solvers, respectively. This function returns
a trial solution u∗(t + h) and an approximation of the LTE. AdjustStepSize
implements step-size size adaption based on the LTE approximation.
In contrast, Algorithm 2 shows the equivalent SIMD implementation. Sev-
eral SIMD functions are introduced there and their meanings are:
Gather Read multiple scalar values from arbitrary locations into a single SIMD
word.
Scatter Write the SIMD vector elements to arbitrary scalar locations.
Broadcast Replicate a scalar value across all SIMD vector elements or lanes.
Select(mask,a,b) Merge the SIMD words a and b based on the SIMD logical
mask. That is, for each lane k within the SIMD word, return a[k] if
mask[k] evaluates True; otherwise, return b[k].
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isLess Logically evaluate if the vector elements are less than a given value and
return a logical SIMD mask.
isGreaterEqual Logically evaluate if the vector elements are greater than or
equal to a given scalar value and return a logical SIMD mask.
Any Return True if any vector elements evaluate True; False otherwise. This
is a SIMD reduction operation.
All Return True if all vector elements evaluate True; False otherwise.
The SIMD implementation in Algorithm 2 is equally valid for scalar datatypes
(i.e., a SIMD word width of one is a scalar datatype), and the scalar and SIMD
results are numerically equivalent (to within double datatype precision).
While complex and computationally intensive, the chemical kinetics rate
calculations (Eq. (12)–(18)) require no SIMD reduction operations or collec-
tive logic tests. The exception is Eq. (19) since the temperature of each SIMD
vector element (i.e., a lane) could lie within different polynomial fit ranges.
That is, different polynomial coefficients are needed for different lanes. For two
temperature ranges, we compute both polynomial equations for the desired ther-
modynamic quantity (e.g., Cp). A SIMD masked Select operation then selects
the correct polynomial fit depending upon the lane mask. The number of valid
temperature ranges is arbitrary [29], though two is common in practice. More
than two temperature ranges would require a more complex SIMD algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Scalar RK and ROS solver algorithms to integrate Node indepen-
dent ODE systems: Advance the initial state y0 from ti to tf using step-size
adaption to control the leading truncation error (LTE).
1: for k ← 1, Node do
2: u(t)← y0[k]
3: t← ti
4: h← EstimateH0(u(t), MaxError)
5: while t < ti do
6: u∗(t+ h), err ← OneStep(u(t))
7: if err < MaxError then
8: u(t+ h)← u∗(t+ h)
9: t← t+ h
10: end if
11: h← AdjustStepSize(err, h)
12: end while
13: y[k]← u
14: end for
A major distinction of the SIMD solver implementation is that the time-step
iteration loop continues for all ODE systems grouped into the same SIMD data
stream until all reach tf . This can lead to inefficiency if the number of iterations
varies significantly. Both Stone and Davis [19] and Niemeyer and Sung [20] found
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Algorithm 2 SIMD RK and ROS solver algorithms to integrate Node ODE
systems: All values are SIMD datatypes with W vector elements per word.
1: for k ← 1, Node in increments of W do
2: u(t)← Gather(y0[k : k +W ])
3: t← Broadcast(ti)
4: h← EstimateH0(u(t), MaxError)
5: repeat
6: u∗(t+ h), err ← OneStep(u(t))
7: mask ← isLess(err, MaxError)
8: if Any(mask) then
9: u(t+ h)← Select(mask,u∗(t+ h),u(t))
10: t← Select(mask, t+ h, t)
11: end if
12: h← AdjustStepSize(err, h)
13: finished← isGreaterOrEqual(t, tf )
14: until All(finished)
15: y[k : k +W ]← Scatter(u)
16: end for
that this phenomena can significantly degrade performance if the initial states
of the ODE systems within the same SIMD stream differ widely.
Both Algorithms 1 and 2 were implemented using OpenCL scalar and SIMD
datatypes, respectively. All computations were performed exclusively in dou-
ble precision. OpenCL supports SIMD datatypes with 2, 4, 8, and 16 vector
elements per word. This permits between 2 and 16 ODEs to be solved con-
currently within each invocation of the ODE solvers. All SIMD functions dis-
cussed above are provided suitable gather/scatter operations. The scalar and
SIMD algorithms were implemented separately despite their similarity due to
incompatibility between the OpenCL scalar and SIMD functions and the lack
of operator-overloading features.1
5. Results
We performed a series of benchmarks across three fundamentally different
platforms and three different chemical kinetic models to assess the performance
of the ODE solvers and the chemical kinetics rate evaluations within the SIMD
context.
The platforms include a NVIDIA Kepler K20m GPU, an Intel Xeon Phi
SE10P (MIC) coprocessor with 61 cores, and an Intel Sandy Bridge E5-2680
CPU with eight cores and two CPUs per compute node (for 16 total cores).
1At the time of this study, the OpenCL standard (1.2) supported SIMD vector loads/stores
to contiguous memory locations but not strided variants. In addition, OpenCL did not support
C++ within device code, which precluded operator-overloading or template functions.
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The MIC and CPU OpenCL routines were compiled using the Intel OpenCL
1.2 SDK (v1.2.0.76921); Kepler routines used the NVIDIA OpenCL 1.1 driver
(v331.67). The host driver application was built using the Intel C++ compiler
(v14.0.1). Multithreaded (OpenMP) C++ implementations of the ODE solvers
and RHS function evaluations were also compiled with the Intel C++ compiler
for performance comparison.
Benchmarks on the MIC and GPU accelerators do not include communica-
tion time. The focus of this study is computational throughput on these devices
and on the host devices, not specifically the acceleration over the host offered by
these accelerators. All GPU benchmarks used 512 threads and 32 thread blocks
per SMX. This gave the highest performance on the GPU for the three kinetic
models. Also, all data is stored in global GPU memory; no shared or constant
memory was used for these benchmarks due to their size restrictions.
Table 1: Details of the chemical kinetic models considered here.
Name Fuel Nsp Nreac Reference
H2/CO H2 14 38 [35]
GRI Mech 3.0 CH4 53 325 [36]
USC Mech II C2H4 111 784 [37]
Table 1 shows details of the three chemical kinetic models considered in this
study: the H2/CO model of Davis et al. [35], GRI Mech 3.0 [36], and USC
Mech Version II [37]. Most reactions are reversible and all three models contain
both third-body and pressure-dependent reactions; specific details can be found
in their associated references. As noted earlier, all thermodynamic polynomial
curve fits (Eq. (19)) for these models use two temperature ranges.
The chemical kinetic models were interpreted using the create_rate_subs
software [38], and the necessary species and reaction rate information saved to
a binary database in turn read by the source term functions. Jacobian matrices
(needed for the ROS integrator) are constructed using first-order forward finite
differences, following the approach used in CVODE [23]. Evaluating each Jaco-
bian thus requires Nsp + 1 RHS function evaluations, in addition to one RHS
evaluation per stage.
5.1. Performance of RHS evaluation
The first set of benchmarks studied the throughput of RHS function eval-
uations. Figure 1 shows the average runtimes for one million RHS evaluations
with the GRI Mech 3.0 model on the host CPU, MIC coprocessor, and the Ke-
pler GPU using the SIMD and thread-parallel OpenCL implementations. These
benchmarks show the best performing configurations for each device. For the
SIMD host and MIC benchmarks, the most efficient word length was twice the
native size, i.e., eight-wide on the host.
The unique thermochemical input states for each RHS evaluation were gen-
erated by setting a uniform composition for all species but linearly varying the
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temperature over 500–1500K to cross the polynomial temperature ranges. This
requires evaluation of all temperature–dependent branch statements, such as
the polynomial curve fits for specific heat, which reduces the SIMD (or SIMT)
parallel efficiency. Even with this forced divergence, the explicit SIMD imple-
mentations improve the runtime by a factor of 3.1 on the host CPU and 3.3 on
the MIC. The OpenCL thread-parallel runtimes are considerably slower than
with the OpenCL SIMD method and are slower than the OpenMP baseline.
The OpenMP baseline on the host used 16 threads and 240 threads2 on the
MIC. The thread-parallel implementation on the Kepler GPU gives favorable
performance and is 2.3 times faster than the baseline host runtime. This indi-
cates that the thread-parallel approach on the SIMD platforms (i.e., the host
CPU and MIC) is inefficient for this type of application. However, the thread-
parallel SIMT method is most efficient on the GPU.
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Figure 1: Wall-clock runtimes (seconds) for one million RHS evaluations of the GRI Mech 3.0
model on the host CPU, MIC, and Kepler GPU using the OpenCL SIMD (CL-SIMD) and
thread-parallel (CL-Thread) implementations. OpenMP uses sixteen threads with compiler
auto-vectorization. Data, plotting scripts, and figure file are available [39].
Figure 2 shows the runtimes (from Figure 1) normalized by the host run-
time with OpenMP and auto-vectorization. This gives the relative performance
compared to the host baseline. The GPU and MIC (with CL-SIMD) both give
nearly identical speedup (2.3×) over the baseline. These accelerators perform
2Each MIC core can support four hardware threads, and one core is reserved for the MIC
operating system.
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well compared with the baseline; however, the significant host improvement
from CL-SIMD means that the host is still faster by nearly 25%.
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Figure 2: Normalized runtimes (speedup) for one million RHS evaluations of the GRI Mech
3.0 model on the host CPU, MIC, and Kepler GPU using the OpenCL SIMD (CL-SIMD)
and thread-parallel (CL-Thread) implementations. Runtimes are normalized by the OpenMP
runtime on the host CPU using compiler auto-vectorization. Data, plotting scripts, and figure
file are available [39].
Figure 3 shows RHS runtimes for all three models studied using the SIMD
method for the CPU and MIC and the thread-parallel method for the GPU
(i.e., the fastest method for each device). For the larger two models, the relative
performance between the host and the accelerators is nearly the same. However,
the GPU and host perform equivalently for the smaller H2/CO model.
These results show that the SIMD method is quite effective for evaluating
the RHS function. The RHS function is complex; however, as noted earlier,
only the thermodynamic polynomials are able to diverge across SIMD lanes.
5.2. Performance of ODE time integration
Let us now shift to applying this approach to time integration of the ODE
systems described above. The kinetic reaction rate evaluation function is the
primary computational expense since it is used both for the RHS function and
for generating the system Jacobian with finite-differences. Unlike the previous
experiment, the potential for lane divergence increases when mapping an ODE
system to each lane.
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Figure 3: Wall-clock runtimes (seconds) for one million RHS evaluations for all three models
in Table 1 using the SIMD method (CL-SIMD) for the CPU and MIC and the thread-parallel
method (CL-Thread) for the GPU. Data, plotting scripts, and figure file are available [39].
The RKF45 and ROS4 solvers are single-step methods with a fixed cost per-
step. The number of steps needed to solve the ODE system may vary between
systems, which causes divergence of severity depending highly on the problem.
The parallel ODE solvers were applied to state data obtained from a sta-
tionary one-dimensional premixed methane/air flame simulation. The initial
flame profile was computed using the GRI Mech 3.0 model [36] and Cantera’s
FreeFlame, a simulation tool for modeling freely propagating flat flames [40],
and then interpolated onto a uniform mesh with 1601 points. The unburned
temperature at the left boundary is 300K and the equivalence ratio of the fresh
reactants is 0.67. The resulting state data are available openly [41]. This spatial
resolution (i.e., approximately 25 mesh points across the thermal flame thick-
ness [42]) compares with that needed for a direct numerical simulation of com-
plex phenomena such as flame-turbulence interaction. To mimic an operator-
splitting framework, the ODE systems at each mesh point are integrated in-
dependently over a fixed time of 1 µs. This time interval represents a feasible
convective time-step size for semi-implicit [14] CFD methods.
Figure 4 shows the temperature profile normal to the flame, where the thin
reaction zone is evident. The number of attempted integrator steps (i.e., ac-
cepted and rejected steps) needed for the RKF45 and ROS4 ODE solvers are
shown as well. Both ODE solvers use the same absolute (10−8) and relative
(10−11) tolerances, the same initial time-step size (h0) estimation, and the same
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Figure 4: Temperature profile normal to the flame and the number of integrator steps needed
for RKF45 and ROS4 ODE solvers. Data, plotting scripts, and figure file are available [39].
h-adaption algorithm. The differences in stability characteristics of the two ODE
solvers cause the differences in number of steps. The L-stable ROS4 solver can
quickly solve the largely non-reactive zones upstream and downstream of the
flame with only a minimal, and largely constant, number of integrator steps.
Only in the thin flame itself does the solver need more than this minimum. The
number of steps needed by RKF45 fluctuates but is, in general, higher regardless
of local conditions. This results from the stiff conditions of the kinetics problem.
In this scenario, stability limits h, rather than local error as in the case of the
stiff ROS4 solver. The cost per step is not equal between RKF45 and ROS4
since the latter must also construct and factorize the Jacobian matrix. For the
GRI Mech 3.0 model, ROS4 requires 10× more RHS function evaluations per
step. The RHS ratio is a good estimation of the overall per-step cost ratio of
the two methods.
To mimic the cost of a multidimensional reactive CFD simulation, the one-
dimensional domain shown in Figure 4 is replicated 10, 40, 100, and 200 times
vertically to give approximately 16× 103, 48× 103, 160× 103, and 320× 103
points. These sizes were selected to approximate mesh sizes that may be en-
countered on a per-core (e.g., 16× 103) and per-device (e.g., 320× 103) basis.
Figures 5 and 6 show the RKF45 and ROS4 runtimes, respectively, for the
OpenMP and CL-SIMD methods on the host and MIC accelerator for the model
problem sizes. The GPU runtimes with CL-thread are also shown for compar-
ison. The fastest SIMD runtimes are shown based on the word size. The RHS
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Figure 5: Comparison of runtimes of the RKF45 solver for the model problem, between
OpenMP and CL-SIMD on the host CPU and Xeon Phi, and the GPU. Data, plotting scripts,
and figure file are available [39].
runtimes all used twice the native word size. Here, the fastest host performance
was found with 16-wide SIMD words (i.e., four times the native word size) while
the MIC was fastest using the native size, eight-wide.
The high cost of the ODE integration with RKF45 is evident even for the
smallest problem size. There, tens of seconds are needed for the reaction inte-
grations on the host using the baseline OpenMP method. (This cost is incurred
at least once per global CFD time-step and many thousands of steps may be
needed.) The ROS4 solver is more efficient and consistently 2.5× faster on the
host on the model problem. The ROS4 to RKF45 runtime ratio is identical on
the MIC accelerator using OpenMP.
The runtimes scale linearly with the number of ODE systems solved on the
host and MIC accelerator using OpenMP. This is not unexpected as the number
of ODE systems solved concurrently on these devices using OpenMP is small
relative to the total problem size; that is, the parallelism is small relative to the
total problem size.
The ODE systems require different numbers of iterations (see Figure 4) and
this leads to variability in the computational cost. Dynamic loop scheduling,
with granularity of one, was used with OpenMP to account for the variable
costs. A strategy was implemented in all OpenCL versions of the integrators
to mimic this type of dynamic scheduling. Here, a simple queue was created
using a global counter incremented atomically (i.e., lock-free) by each parallel
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Figure 6: Comparison of runtimes of the ROS4 solver for the model problem, between OpenMP
and CL-SIMD on the host CPU and Xeon Phi, and the GPU. Data, plotting scripts, and figure
file are available [39].
instruction stream. Instead of fetching one ODE from the queue as in the
OpenMP implementation, the OpenCL version fetches the SIMD (or SIMT)
parallel width, i.e., 4, 8, 16, and 32 ODEs depending upon the platform. This
leads to coarse-grained dynamic scheduling and does not address variable costs
within each parallel stream. This impact will be discussed subsequently.
The relative performance differences between the devices and data paral-
lelism methods are more clearly seen by examining the throughput instead of
runtime. The throughputs, defined as the number of ODE systems solved per
second, for the RKF45 and ROS4 methods are shown in Figures 7 and 8, re-
spectively. For the RKF45 method, the throughput is nearly constant for 48,000
ODE systems and higher. The SIMD method on the host gives a speedup of
2.7–2.9× over the baseline host OpenMP run-time. On the MIC accelerator, the
speedup is up to 4.8× over OpenMP on the MIC. That is, the SIMD speedup
on the MIC is approximately double that observed on the host, which matches
the ratio of the native SIMD word widths on the two devices.
Figure 8 clearly shows the superior throughput of the ROS method. A
more pronounced dependency upon the number of ODE systems is observed,
particularly with the MIC SIMD method and the GPU method. This is driven
by the thousands of ODE systems needed to saturate the device with both of
these methods, while only tens or hundreds are needed with the other methods.
The ratio of the RKF45 and ROS peak throughputs differs across the platforms:
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Figure 7: Comparison of computational throughput, measured in 103 ODE integrations per
second, of the RKF45 solver for the model problem, between OpenMP and CL-SIMD on the
host CPU and Xeon Phi, and the GPU. Data, plotting scripts, and figure file are available [39].
the lowest at 2.2 with the GPU, and the highest of 2.6 with the host and MIC
SIMD.
Of note is the lower GPU performance compared with that observed for
the RHS function evaluations. The maximum GPU throughputs are only 1.6×
(RKF45) and 1.4× (ROS4) higher than the baseline host OpenMP throughput,
yet throughput was 2.3× higher for the RHS function evaluations with GRI
Mech 3.0 (see Figure 2). The host SIMD methods are also lower but to a
lesser extent, i.e., 2.7 and 2.5× compared to 3.1 seen previously with the RHS
evaluations. Conversely, the speedup with the MIC SIMD methods (3.2× for
both) are higher relative to the RHS function evaluation benchmark (2.3×).
A possible cause of this lower performance on the GPU is variability in
the number of integrator iterations needed between neighboring ODE systems.
As noted above, there is significant variability in the number of RKF45 itera-
tions between neighbor mesh points. A unique GPU thread solves each ODE
system, which means that the realized cost will be the maximum number of it-
erations needed by any thread within the same thread warp. The ODE systems
in Figure 4 are mapped linearly to the GPU threads within each warp. Recall
that the only variability between RHS function evaluations was the tempera-
ture polynomials, a relatively minor cost. Performance degradation caused by
differing numbers of integration iterations has been reported before by Stone
and Davis [19] and Niemeyer and Sung [20].
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Figure 8: Comparison of computational throughput, measured in 103 ODE integrations per
second, of the ROS4 solver for the model problem, between OpenMP and CL-SIMD on the
host CPU and Xeon Phi, and the GPU.
Data, plotting scripts, and figure file are available [39].
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Problem-to-problem variability should also impact the SIMD implementa-
tions. We define an inefficiency metric to better assess this performance impact
of the ODE variability: the waste within each SIMD work unit (i.e., a SIMD
word or SIMT warp) represents the number of excess integrator steps taken.
The cost per integrator step is constant for the RKF45 and ROS4 methods so
this is a logical quantity to measure. The waste within SIMD work unit j can
be expressed in a normalized form as
Wj = 1−
∑P
i Ni
P ×maxPi Ni
, (20)
where Ni is the number of integrator iterations needed for ODE i and P is the
parallel width (i.e., 4, 8, 16, or 32 depending upon the device). Equation (20)
extends the CUDA-specific warp divergence metric proposed by Niemeyer and
Sung [20] to any SIMD (or SIMT) platform with vector length P .
Figures 9 and 10 show the cumulative probability distribution of W for
the model problem for the four relevant SIMD widths for RKF45 and ROS4,
respectively. The impact of wider SIMD parallelism is evident for both solvers.
That is, as the SIMD width is increased, the proportion of wasted computation
increases. For RKF45, we see that approximately 92% of the work units have
less than 1% waste with a width of four, but this drops to only 63% for a width of
32. We observe a similar behavior with ROS4, though with reduced magnitudes.
This is consistent with Figure 4 where the variation between adjacent ODE
systems (i.e., mesh points) is less.
Figure 11 shows the relative throughput of the SIMD versions of the ODE
solvers on the host and MIC using increasing SIMD word sizes. There, the
throughput on each device is normalized by the throughput with the native
SIMD word size. Specifying an SIMD word larger than the native size (e.g.,
double8 on the host) should result in multiple SIMD operations in sequence.
The analysis above predicts that the performance, especially with the RKF45
solver, should degrade with wider word size. However, using wider words signif-
icantly improves performance on the host. In fact, the highest performance on
the host with both RKF45 and ROS4 is obtained using double16, four times the
native word size, and the performance consistently improves using wider SIMD
words. On the MIC, the wider word size degrades performance of the RKF45
solver by approximately 10%. On the other hand, the wider word size using the
ROS4 solver improves the MIC performance by approximately 10%. The perfor-
mance metrics presented here indicate that while problem-to-problem variation
leads to increased computational waste, this does not necessarily translate into
reduced computational throughput on the host and MIC devices.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented and discussed the parallel performance of thread-
and data-parallel methods applied to chemical kinetics integrations. Bench-
marks were conducted using multithreading and SIMD parallel methods on a
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Figure 9: Cumulative population of relative waste in parallel SIMD work, given by Eq. (20),
for the RKF45 solver on the model problem with SIMD parallel widths 4, 8, 16, and 32.
Relative waste calculated from sample of 1601 points. Data, plotting scripts, and figure file
are available [39].
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Figure 10: Cumulative population of relative waste in parallel SIMD work, given by Eq. (20),
for the ROS4 solver on the model problem with SIMD parallel widths 4, 8, 16, and 32.
Relative waste calculated from sample of 1601 points. Data, plotting scripts, and figure file
are available [39].
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Figure 11: Speedup of integrators using SIMD word sizes of 16-wide on the Xeon Phi, and
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multicore CPU system and on two coprocessors (or accelerators): an Intel Xeon
Phi (or MIC) and an Nvidia Kepler K20m GPU. We implemented both multi-
threading and data-parallel models using OpenCL to allow a study of the same
code base across all three platforms. Two vectorization models were examined
within OpenCL: (1) one thread maps to each parallel task and sets of coop-
erating threads execute instructions in a SIMT paradigm, and (2) the same
instruction stream concurrently computes explicit SIMD vector datatypes and
multiple parallel tasks.
All benchmarks were compared with multicore runs on the host CPU and
the MIC using OpenMP. We were particularly interested in the performance
difference between OpenMP with automated compiler vectorization compared
with manual SIMD programming on the host and MIC platforms.
The first benchmark series studied the performance of evaluating many in-
stances of the RHS function for three chemical kinetic models of increasing
size and complexity. The SIMT implementations on the host and MIC devices
both perform slower (13% and 35%, respectively) than their baseline OpenMP
implementations with the common GRI Mech 3.0 model [36]. However, the ex-
plicit SIMD model provides a speedup of approximately 3× over the baseline
OpenMP on both of these platforms. The SIMT model on the GPU performs far
better than the SIMT model on the host and MIC devices, and matches the per-
formance of the MIC device with SIMD programming. Thus, while both SIMD
and SIMT models are possible on CPU and the CPU-like MIC using OpenCL,
SIMD methods provide considerably higher performance. Furthermore, SIMT is
necessary on the GPU platform meaning that two separate programming models
are needed to reach peak performance across the three HPC devices.
Studies with all three chemical kinetic models produced similar results, and
performance showed no significant dependence upon model size. For this reason,
we used only the GRI Mech 3.0 model for subsequent benchmarks.
The second benchmark series studied the performance of integrating many
independent constant-pressure ODE systems with the GRI Mech 3.0 model for
methane oxidation. This model problem mimicked what is commonly encoun-
tered when simulating chemical kinetics phenomena within an operator-splitting
framework. The ODE systems were integrated using the nonstiff RKF45 ODE
solver and stiff Rosenbrock ROS4 solver. Both methods have the same fourth-
order theoretical accuracy and use the same step-size adapation and initial step-
size estimation algorithms.
The ROS4 solver consistently performs 2.2–2.6 times faster than the RKF45
solver on the model problem on the various platforms. This matches analysis
that shows RKF45 needs approximately 25 times more iterations than ROS4,
while ROS4 costs approximately ten times more than RKF45 per iteration
(based on the ratio of RHS function evaluations). Finite-difference Jacobian
matrices were used with ROS4 for this study for simplicity, which increased the
number of RHS evaluations per-iteration by Nsp + 1—an increase of nine times
for GRI Mech 3.0. Analytical Jacobian matrices for the model constant-pressure
problem have been derived [28, 43] and can reduce the cost per-iteration of the
Rosenbrock family of solvers. (Stone and Bisetti [44] showed a 2.9 times speedup
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with analytical Jacobian matrices for GRI Mech 3.0 with ROS4.)
The SIMD implementation of the two solvers shows a significant performance
acceleration compared with the baseline OpenMP implementation. In general,
the SIMD method improves performance by 2.5–2.8 times on the host and 4.7–
4.9 times on the MIC. The higher MIC SIMD acceleration is consistent with the
ratios of the SIMD word widths.
The GPU ODE integrators do not perform as efficiently as the RHS function
evaluation. The GPU integrator only offers a 1.4–1.6 times speedup over the host
baseline throughput. We attributed the lower performance to thread divergence
caused by ODE systems requiring different numbers of integrator steps in each
SIMT parallel work unit. We quantified this impact with a SIMD waste metric
that shows that the wasted number of integrator steps increases with increasing
vector width (32 for the GPU). The ROS4 integrator exhibits a lower occurrence
of wasted work, which can help explain why the ROS integrator performed
better than the RKF45 integrator on the GPU and MIC devices. However,
the performance on the host and MIC often improves with increasing SIMD
word size. This indicates that the improved computational performance due
to wider word sizes (e.g., instruction parallelism, cache efficiency) can actually
overcome increased integrator waste. Nevertheless, reducing the wasted number
of integrator steps could improve the performance on all devices and should
be investigated in future studies. For example, Murray [45] demonstrated a
strategy of mitigating inefficiency due to variable-length RK integration tasks
(i.e., variation in steps) on GPUs by assigning multiple tasks to each GPU
thread. This strategy may be extendable to SIMD platforms and should be
investigated in future studies to determine the impact of variable task lengths.
Overall, this paper shows that the explicit SIMD methods offer a promis-
ing strategy for more efficiently using MIC and host CPU systems within the
context of chemical kinetics applications. Further research is needed to improve
the SIMD-friendly ROS methods, e.g., with analytical Jacobian matrices. The
SIMD performance advantages demonstrated here may warrant investigation
into more numerically efficient, but less SIMD efficient, ODE solver methods
such as implicit Runge–Kutta integrators.
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Appendix A. Availability of material
The integrators used to perform this study are available openly via the
accelerInt software package [46]. The most recent version of accelerInt can
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be found at its GitHub repository: https://github.com/SLACKHA/accelerInt.
All figures, and the data and plotting scripts necessary to reproduce them, are
available openly under the CC-BY license [39].
Appendix B. RKF parameters
Table B.2 shows the method parameters in a modified Butcher tableau,
where aij are the coefficients, bj/bˆj are the weights of the embedded fourth-
order and fifth-order methods, respectively, and ci are the nodes (not used here,
since the ODE systems are autonomous).
ci aij
0
1
4
1
4
3
8
3
32
9
32
12
13
1932
2197 − 72002197 72962197
1 439216 −8 3680513 − 8454104
1
2 − 827 2 − 35442565 18594104 − 1140
bj
25
216 0
1408
2565
2197
4104 − 15 0
bˆj
16
135 0
6656
12825
28561
56430 − 950 255
Table B.2: Coefficients for the five-stage, fourth-order Runge–Kutta–Fehlberg method,
adopted from Hairer et al. [47] and displayed in a modified Butcher tableau.
Appendix C. ROS4 parameters
Table C.3 contains the ROS4 parameters, including the strictly lower-triangular
matrices a and c, and the vectors m, b, αi, and γi. In addition, it shows the
vector E, the difference in b coefficients for method orders three and four used
for error estimation.
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